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Attention-Aware Answers of the Crowd

Jingzheng Tu†, Guoxian Yu†*, Jun Wang†, Carlotta Domeniconi‡, Xiangliang Zhang§

Abstract
Crowdsourcing is a relatively economic and efficient solu-
tion to collect annotations from the crowd through online
platforms. Answers collected from workers with different
expertise may be noisy and unreliable, and the quality of an-
notated data needs to be further maintained. Various solu-
tions have been attempted to obtain high-quality annotations.
However, they all assume that workers’ label quality is stable
over time (always at the same level whenever they conduct
the tasks). In practice, workers’ attention level changes over
time, and the ignorance of which can affect the reliability of
the annotations. In this paper, we focus on a novel and realis-
tic crowdsourcing scenario involving attention-aware anno-
tations. We propose a new probabilistic model that takes into
account workers’ attention to estimate the label quality. Ex-
pectation propagation is adopted for efficient Bayesian infer-
ence of our model, and a generalized Expectation Maximiza-
tion algorithm is derived to estimate both the ground truth
of all tasks and the label-quality of each individual crowd
worker with attention. In addition, the number of tasks best
suited for a worker is estimated according to changes in at-
tention. Experiments against related methods on three real-
world and one semi-simulated datasets demonstrate that our
method quantifies the relationship between workers’ atten-
tion and label-quality on the given tasks, and improves the
aggregated labels.

1 Introduction
Crowdsourcing is the process of collecting annotations of
large-scale and complex data from online workers. It’s an
inexpensive mechanism that enables leveraging the power of
crowds. Many crowdsourcing platforms (e.g., Amazon Me-
chanical Turk1, CrowdFlower2, and Baidu Test3) have been
developed and are widely-used. Tasks that are difficult for
computers, but comparatively easy for humans, e.g. protein
structure prediction [1], sequence alignment [2] and senti-
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ment analysis [3], are successfully addressed with crowd-
sourcing.

In crowdsourcing, different workers provide answers
(annotations or labels) based on their domain of expertise.
Since workers usually have different skills with respect to
a given task, answers from different workers may be very
noisy or, in some cases, inaccurate. Annotations provided by
less competent workers are more error-prone. Furthermore,
due to budget constraints, in practice, we may be able to
collect only a small number of answers, and sometimes no
answer at all. In such cases, it is unreliable to infer the
ground truth for each task using a simple algorithm like
majority voting [4].

Several approaches have been developed to derive high-
quality answers. Ground truth inference algorithms model
the expertise of workers [5], the biases of workers [6], and
the difficulty of tasks [7]. Task assignment strategies assign
tasks to workers with specific qualities [8], or assign tasks
to domain expert workers [9]. All these methods assume
that the quality of the labels contributed by workers is fixed
over time. However, in realistic crowdsourcing scenarios,
this is not true, as the span of attention4 of a worker may
change as he goes through the tasks to be labeled, and thus
has impact on the quality of the answers. This problem of
unstable answer quality should be investigated because a)
the answers provided by a focused worker are more reliable;
b) when a worker’s attention decreases, it’s wise to stop
assigning additional tasks to the same worker; and c) an
incentive strategy can be adopted to stimulate the worker for
more reliable answers. Therefore, we target on studying the
attention-aware answers of crowds.

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic model (called
A3C) for crowdsourcing attention-aware answers. A3C as-
sumes that the label-quality of a worker varies as his atten-
tion changes during the labeling process. A3C adopts differ-
ent distributions to model the variation tendency of different
types of workers (e.g., experts, normal workers, spammers),
and leverages the features of each task to obtain reliable ag-
gregated labels, based on the assumption that similar samples

4In this paper, the definition of attention is the ability to focus on
finishing something. We study the process of the effect of attention on
answering crowdsourcing tasks, rather than the process of attention being
influenced by certain factors (e.g., fatigue, frustration, or some combination
of other concepts).
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have similar labels. We use expectation propagation (EP)
[10] to perform an efficient approximate Bayesian inference
of our probabilistic model. Based on the EP approximation
inference, a generalized Expectation Maximization (GEM)
algorithm is derived to estimate both the ground truth of all
tasks and the label-quality of each individual worker accord-
ing to attention. The main contributions of our work are sum-
marized as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, A3C is the first approach
that models the variation of a worker’s label-quality
from the perspective of his/her attention for a group of
given tasks. A3C leverages the Gaussian, Poisson, and
Uniform distributions to model the variable attention of
experts, normal workers, and spammers, respectively.
The suitable number of tasks for experts and normal
workers is also estimated.

2. A3C uses a back-up mechanism to deal with noisy an-
swers [11]. It enables robustness, especially when er-
rors in labeling occur far from the decision boundaries.
A3C further utilizes a generalized Expectation Maxi-
mization algorithm to estimate the ground truth and the
label-quality of each individual worker.

3. Our extensive results validate the advantages of our
proposed A3C approach over the competing solutions
[12, 13, 5, 14, 15] in aggregating answers. Atten-
tion models using the Poisson, Gaussian, and Uniform
distributions are explored. The results show that our
method can explore the variation relationship between
workers’ attention and label-quality on the given tasks,
especially for the normal workers. We also study the
reasons why the label-quality of experts and spammers
is not influenced by variations in attention.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We briefly
review related work in Section 2, and then elaborate on
the proposed algorithm and its optimization in Section 3.
Section 4 provides the experimental results and analysis, and
Section 5 discusses conclusions and ideas for future work.

2 Related Work
Crowdsourcing utilizes the capabilities of the crowd to deal
with computer-hard tasks. Due to the diverse backgrounds
of workers, answers may vary in quality. Several approaches
have been proposed to achieve high quality answers in
crowdsourcing. In the following, we review some represen-
tative solutions from the perspective of improving collected
data quality and selecting workers.

Improving data quality. The most intuitive strategy to
deal with the low quality of data annotation is to improve the
quality of the data itself [12, 5, 13, 14, 16, 17]. The Dawid-
Skene (DS) model [12] is a standard probabilistic model for

label inference from multiple annotations using Expectation-
Maximization (EM). Whitehill et al. [5] further modeled
both worker reliability and the difficulty of tasks using EM.
Zhang et al. [13] created probabilistic features for each task
and used a K-Means algorithm to cluster all tasks, where
each cluster is mapped to a specific class label. However,
they do not produce an estimate of workers’ skills. Zhang
et al. [14] introduced an adaptive weighted majority voting
(AWMV) approach. AWMV uses the frequency of positive
labels in multiple noisy label sets of each task to estimate
a bias rate, and then assigns weights, derived from the bias
rate, to negative and positive labels. These methods tackle
the problem of identifying low quality answers in different
ways [12, 5, 14, 16, 13, 17]. However, they all ignore the
intrinsic features of tasks, which can improve the quality of
aggregated labels. Ma et al. [15] proposed a probabilistic
model (FaitCrowd) to jointly model the process of generating
the question’s content and workers’ answers to estimate
both the topical expertise and correctness simultaneously.
Zhang et al. [18] proposed the BiLayer Clustering to cluster
the conceptual-level and physical-level features of tasks.
Atarashi et al. [19] presented a generative deep learning
model to leverage unlabeled data effectively by introducing
latent features.

Selecting workers. Another intuitive strategy is to
identify workers that produce better results. Instead of
waiting for tasks to be pulled by random workers, it may
be more effective to proactively push tasks to the selected
workers. If both the skills required by a task and those
possessed by workers are defined, tasks can be automatically
assigned to matched workers. For example, Ipeirotis et al.
[20] used scalar scores to evaluate the quality of workers
and to reject (or block) low-quality workers during the
assignment of tasks. CrowdDQS selects workers with the
high expected accuracy to complete the given task [21]. Fan
et al. [8] proposed an adaptive crowdsourcing framework
(iCrowd). iCrowd dynamically estimates the accuracy of a
worker based on her/his performance on the completed tasks,
and predicts which tasks are well fit for the worker. Kobren
[22] presented a model that predicts the ‘survival probability’
of a worker at any given moment, and then leveraged this
survival model to dynamically decide which tasks to assign.

Other approaches have been explored to obtain high-
quality answers, such as giving incentives to workers, im-
proving task design, and estimating the suitable number of
workers for a task [23]. Giving incentives acts on the mo-
tivation that pushes workers to perform well [24]. Methods
on improving task design focus on refining the description
or structure of a task, so that workers can easily understand
the task [25]. Estimating the suitable number of workers
for a task entails quantifying the optimal number of work-
ers needed for a given task, under budget constraints [26].

All the aforementioned solutions make the underly-
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Figure 1: The probabilistic graphical model of A3C. Circu-
lar nodes are random variables and square nodes are factor
nodes. The shaded nodes represent observed values (worker
annotations (aiw) and task features (xi)). The model de-
scribes the process of generating an answer aiw for task xi
by worker w with label-quality qiw. qiw is influenced by the
worker’s attention tiw.

ing assumption that the label-quality of a worker is fixed
throughout the completion of an assignment. As previously
argued, this assumption is violated in practice. [27, 28, 29]
show that long sequences of monotonous tasks incite bore-
dom, or that underutilization is related to misdirection of at-
tention resources or withdrawal. However, they did not con-
cretely study the influence or change of the attention on the
crowdsourcing tasks. To achieve more realistic models, our
A3C approach considers attention-aware answers of crowds.
A3C uses different distributions to model the variation of
workers’ attention, and the impact that a changing attention
has on the label-quality for a set of given tasks. In addition,
A3C leverages features of tasks to achieve more reliable ag-
gregated labels. The proper number of tasks to be assigned
to workers is also estimated.

3 The Proposed Methodology
3.1 Problem Definition In crowdsourcing, we are pro-
vided with a set X = {xi}Ni of tasks, and a distinct label
set C = {1, · · · , C}. Each task has a d-dimensional feature
vector xi = [xi1, xi2, · · · , xid] to represent its characteris-
tics. Let si denote a latent random variable with a Gaussian
process prior. Suppose there are W workers to annotate a
group of N tasks in any order, and the ordering of the la-
bels of each task is assumed to be the same. Each worker
w either annotates a task once, or does not at all. This fol-
lows the rule of current crowdsourcing systems, where each
task can be accepted and completed at most once by a spe-
cific worker. We denote the true label of xi (usually un-
known) as yi. The label of xi annotated by worker w is
aiw, where aiw = c ∈ {0} ∪ C. In particular, aiw = 0
means that worker w does not provide any answer for xi.
ai = {aiw}Ww=1 represents all the labels for xi annotated by
W workers. Let Y = {yi, · · · , yN}, S = {si, · · · , sN}, and
A = {a1, · · · ,aN}.

Although the worker’s attention changes over time, it
is difficult to strictly mimic the time factor. Given this,
we use a surrogate, where the worker’s attention changes

with the number of completed tasks. This surrogate is
reasonable, since the number of tasks completed by a worker
is positively correlated with time. We propose a novel
probabilistic generative model, illustrated in Figure 1. This
model describes the process that generates noisy answers
{aiw}N,Wi=1,w=1 of multiple workers of different label-quality
qiw. The worker’s quality (qiw) depends on the attention tiw,
as the number of completed tasks increases. Our goal is to
study the variational relationship between the worker’s
label-quality and attention, the number of tasks appropriate
for each worker, and the true labels.

3.2 Attention-Aware Probabilistic Model Given a group
of tasks X , each worker w (with label-quality qw) indepen-
dently completes a subset of tasks of X , and provides the an-
swers aiw. The worker’s attention changes as the number of
completed tasks progresses, which in turn can influence qw,
and consequently aiw. To approximate the above process,
we define the conditional joint probability of our probabilis-
tic model as follows:

(3.1)

p(S,Y,A,b, θ|X , α, β, t) ∝ p(θ)p(b|θ)p(S|X )

·
N∏
i=1

{
p (yi|si, bi)

W∏
w=1

p (aiw|yi, qiw) p (qiw|tiw)

}

where p(θ) denotes the probability with respect to the
prior of the binary variables {bi}Ni=1. p(b|θ) represents
the probability of each bi under the condition θ. p(S|X )
calculates the probability of the random variable si with
respect to each xi . p (yi|si, bi) denotes the conditional
probability of the true label. p (aiw|yi, qiw) denotes the
probability that the worker with quality qiw and attention tiw
gives the answer aiw for the task xi. p (qiw|tiw) represents
the conditional probability of the worker label-quality. Note
that the index i is used to differentiate different tasks, and not
to indicate the order according to which tasks are completed
by the workers.

In this model, p(S|X ) is a Gaussian process prior with
kernel tricks [30],

(3.2) p(S|X ) =

C∏
c=1

N (Sc|0,Kc)

where Kc = [k(xi,xj)]
N
i,j=1 is a kernel matrix defined

over the tasks annotated with class label c. This treatment
ensures that similar tasks have similar prediction scores. In
theory, any valid kernel that measures the similarity among
tasks (e.g., RBF and liner kernels) can be applied here.

However, labeling errors in the context of Eq. (3.2)
are often contaminated with additive Gaussian noise, which
can result in over-fitting problems when errors are actually
observed far from the boundaries. The following p (yi|si, bi)
is a back-up mechanism [11] to deal with the issue, and it’s
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defined as follows:

(3.3) p (yi|si, bi) =

∏
c6=yi

I (si,yi − si,c)

1−bi [
1

C

]bi
where I(x) = 1 if x > 0 and I(x) = 0, otherwise. A set
of binary latent variables b = {bi, · · · , bN}, one per task, is
introduced to indicate whether si,yi ≥ si,c for any c = yi
(bi = 1), otherwise (bi = 0). We observe that the first term
in Eq. (3.3) directly depends on the accuracy of si,yi . In
particular, it takes value 1 when the corresponding task is
correctly classified, and 0 otherwise. Our model is robust
when the observed data contain errors in labeling points
which are far from the decision boundaries. This is because
the likelihood function described in Eq. (3.3) considers only
the total number of prediction errors made by si,yi , rather
than the distance between the wrongly predicted tasks and
the decision boundary.

qiw ∈ [0, 1] represents the quality of the labels given
by worker w to task i. A larger qiw value leads to a higher
probability that aiw will be consistent with the true label
yi. On the other hand, a smaller qiw results in a higher
probability that worker w will make mistakes. Thus, the
conditional probability p (aiw|yi, qiw) is defined as follows:
(3.4)
p (aiw|yi, qiw) = qiwI (yi = aiw) + (1− qiw) I (yi 6= aiw)

Alternative definitions of the quality of labels are also suit-
able for our model.

In practice, when a worker performs a job on a group
of given tasks, his/her attention varies as the completed tasks
accumulate. It is usually difficult for the online worker to
maintain a high attention level to complete all the given
tasks. Suppose the worker’s attention gradually increases at
the start, and when a certain amount of tasks is completed,
the worker’s attention decreases. To model this process,
we use a Poisson distribution5 (shown in Figure 2 (left)) to
describe the variation of the worker’s attention as follows:

(3.5) tiw ∼ Poi(
Nw
λw

) ≈ (2πi)−1/2e−
Nw
λw

(
Nwe

λwi

)i
where Nw is the number of tasks given to worker w, and
Nw/λw is the parameter that captures the variation of a
worker’s attention. The expectation and variance of the
Poisson distribution are both Nw/λw. λw also indicates
the suitable number of tasks for the w-th worker. If the
number of annotated tasks is larger than λw, the attention
will decrease. This phenomenon will be explored in the
experiments. Other distributions can be used to describe a
varying attention. We investigate the uniform and Gaussian

5The standard formula for the Poisson distribution is P (k, λ) =
λk

k!
e−λ. Here, we use the Stirling formula (k! ≈

√
2πkk+

1
2 e−k) [31]

to approximate the probability of Poisson distribution.

#tasks

t w

Poisson 

#tasks

t w

Gaussian

#tasks

t w

Uniform

Figure 2: Attention (tw) vs. number of completed tasks
(#tasks) modeled under different distributions.

distributions for different types of workers. The variation of
attention under different distributions is shown in Figure 2.

It is recognized that a worker is more likely to make
mistakes when his level of attention is low. Vice versa, a
worker with high attention level tends to give high-quality
answers. In this paper, for simplicity, p (qiw|tiw) is defined
as:

(3.6) p (qiw|tiw) ∝ tiw
We do not have any preference for a particular task to

be considered as an outlier. Thus, p(b|θ) is set to a prior
factorizing multivariate Bernoulli distribution as follows:

(3.7) p(b|θ) =

N∏
i=1

θbi(1− θ)1−bi

where θ is the prior fraction of training instances expected to
be outliers. The prior θ is unknown and thus is set to be a
conjugate beta distribution as:

(3.8) p(θ) = Beta(θ|α, β) =
θα−1(1− θ)β−1

Beta(α, β)

where α and β are free hyper-parameters. The input values
of α and β do not have a large influence on the final model,
provided that most of the tasks are correctly aggregated.
In addition, their values are kept small so that Eq. (3.8)
is not too constraining. In this paper, the values of α
and β estimated by a generalized Expectation Maximization
(see Section 3.3) are similar, and they do not influence the
performance of our method. We finally set α = 2 and β = 9.

3.3 Learning with Generalized Expectation Maximiza-
tion In order to evaluate the quality and attention of mul-
tiple workers, we need to estimate the parameter Θ =
{α, β, {λw}Ww=1, {qiw}

N,W
i=1,w=1}. Thus, we use a general-

ized Expectation Maximization algorithm (GEM) with the
lower bound of the log likelihood defined as follows:
(3.9)
log p (A,S|X ,Θ)

≥
∑
bi

∫
S

Q (S) log
p(b|θ)p(θ)p (T,S|X ,Θ)

Q (S)

=C+
∑
bi

N∑
i=1

∫
si

q (si) log {p (bi|θ) p(θ)p (ai|si, bi, qiw, tiw)} dsi

The GEM works as follows.
E-Step: Given the current parameter Θp, the features

X and the observed answers A, we conduct the Expectation
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Propagation inference to obtain an approximate inference of
Q (S) ∼ p (S|X ,A,Θp).

Generalized M-Step: To achieve a new Θ, we maxi-
mize the lower bound of log p(A,S|X ,Θ), and then replace
Θp. Since the closed-form solution of Θ is intractable, the
L-BFGS-B algorithm [32] is used to find a numerical estima-
tion that maximizes the lower bound in Eq. (3.9) by gradient
ascent, which is guaranteed to obtain a local optimal solu-
tion.

4 Experiments
4.1 Experimental Setup Datasets: We use four (three
real and one semi-synthetic) datasets for the experiments.
Dog [33] contains 800 images of 4 breeds of dogs from
ImageNet [34]. The images are annotated by 52 workers.
Bird [33] contains 2000 instances with 10 category labels
from ImageNet [34]. The annotations are collected from
AMT and are made by 65 workers. Game [35] is collected
from a crowdsourcing platform via an Android App based
on the TV game show. It contains 2,103 questions, 37,029
workers, 214,849 answers, and 12,995 unique words. We
select a subset of workers (200) and their answers by Gibbs
sampling. News [36] contains documents of four topics from
the 20NewsGroup dataset. Note that, although the global
true labels are known, we only use them when we calculate
the evaluation metric.

Based on the classification in [37, 38], we simulated the
crowdsourced labels for each instance in the News dataset
with the protocol used in [39]. The Dog, Bird, and News
datasets only contain worker annotations and tasks without
features. To measure the similarity between tasks, we
extracted a feature vector for each task. For images, we
extracted feature vectors using a deep convolutional neural
network, namely VGG-NET [40]. We used the output of
the last fully connected layer as the feature vector of the
image. The number of features is 1000. For a document, we
extracted its feature vector using TF-IDF. The dot-product
kernel defined in Eq. (3.2) is used to measure the similarity
between tasks.

Evaluation metric: We compare our A3C with the
baseline methods in terms of Accuracy.

Comparing methods: We compare A3C against
five methods, MV, DS[12], GLAD[5], FaitCrowd [15],
GTIC[13], and AWMV[14]. All were reviewed in the Re-
lated Work Section. All the comparing algorithms run on the
whole dataset to calculate the class label of all tasks. The
evaluation metric is then computed against the ground truth.
The initial values of the parameters for each algorithm are set
as recommended by the authors. The DS and GLAD (EM-
based) algorithms stop at convergence. To avoid oscillations
of the target function around a local optimum, we also set
a maximum number of iterations (50). For GTIC, we set
K = C, where K is the number of clusters for k-means. We

set α = 2, β = 9 for A3C.

4.2 Comparison against state-of-the-art methods It is
difficult to extend the comparing methods to the attention
scenario. Therefore, we introduce A3C(nA), a variant of
A3C, which does not consider attention. A3C(nA) sets
p(qiw|tiw) = 1. We compare A3C(nA) against the state-
of-the-art methods under the no-attention scenario, to show
the performance of A3C(nA) and the comparing methods on
class label aggregation.

The results are given in Table 1. FaitCrowd is designed
for text data, and therefore its accuracy is given for Game
and News only. We have the following observations: 1)
A3C(nA) achieves the highest Accuracy on all four datasets.
Both A3C(nA) and FaitCrowd outperform the other methods
on the Game and News datasets. This is because A3C(nA)
and FaitCrowd take into account the intrinsic features of the
tasks, while the others do not. A3C(nA) assumes that similar
tasks have similar class labels, and this largely improves
label aggregation. The back-up mechanism used in A3C(nA)
is robust to noise and can further improve the performance.
This is why A3C(nA) achieves better results than FaitCrowd;
2) GTIC often outperforms MV, DS, and AWMV, because
it has the ability of grouping examples with similar feature
patterns into clusters. In addition, it is generally capable
of assigning the most appropriate class label to each task;
3) DS almost always outperforms GLAD; this phenomenon
can be explained by the fact that DS models the entire
confusion matrices of all workers, and the probabilities of
all classes; 4) MV always achieves the worst results, since it
does not account for the features of tasks, and connections
between answers. From these observations, we can draw
the conclusion that A3C(nA) (without considering workers’
attention) can effectively aggregate the workers’ answers by
utilizing the back-up mechanism and the intrinsic features of
tasks.

Table 1: Accuracy of A3C(nA) and the comparing methods
on the four original datasets on aggregating class labels. The
best results are in boldface. All the variances are typically
less than 1% for 10 runs and omitted here. A3C(nA) does
not model attention variance.

Datasets MV GLAD DS AWMV GTIC FaitCrowd A3C(nA)

Dog 0.826 0.831 0.842 0.861 0.852 - 0.875
Bird 0.813 0.818 0.822 0.81 0.815 - 0.867
Game 0.815 0.845 0.862 0.884 0.895 0.912 0.920
News 0.672 0.744 0.759 0.784 0.821 0.849 0.861

Figure 3 shows the global label-quality distribution of
all workers on the four datasets, where the label-quality of
each worker is computed by A3C(nA), using a generalized
Expectation Maximization algorithm as in Eq. (3.9). The
global label-quality of each worker is defined as the prob-
ability that he correctly annotates the tasks. A3C(nA) can
effectively estimate the global label-quality of each worker
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Figure 3: Global label-quality distribution of all workers on
different datasets.

on different datasets. From the whole distribution of dif-
ferent datasets, we find that the proportion of the workers
whose global label-quality qw ≥ 0.6 within 60%∼70%,
and the proportion of the workers whose global label-quality
qw < 0.4 is about 12%. By referring to the statistical re-
sults in [37, 38] and the evaluation in [39], the proportion
of qw ≥ 0.6(qw < 0.4) is about 60% (9%), which are
close to the specified portions of experts, normal workers
and spammers. Taking the Bird dataset as an example, the
number of workers whose qw ≥ 0.6 is about 42 (64.6%). In
addition, A3C(nA) identifies the low-quality workers (even
Spammers), whose label-quality is smaller than 0.5. For
the real-world datasets, we do not know the actual value
of the worker’s label-quality. Therefore, we use the known
{qw}Ww=1 values on the News dataset, to further verify the
reliability of global label-quality qw of workers estimated by
A3C(nA). We find that the difference between the estimated
and true values is less than 0.02. Thus, we can draw the con-
clusion that A3C(nA) can effectively and accurately estimate
the global label-quality of workers.

4.3 Attention-aware Answers with Different Attention
Distributions

4.3.1 Poisson Distribution. To understand the behavior
of A3C, we simulate attention-aware answers on all the
datasets. On the Bird dataset, the global label-quality esti-
mated by A3C(nA) can be viewed as an average on the com-
pleted tasks. We let the attention of worker w follow a Pois-
son distribution. The worker’s attention and the label-quality
are positively correlated. Thus, the label-quality of worker w
follows a Poisson distribution, and the average is qw. When
given a task xi, the worker will re-annotate it according to
the label-quality qiw. Finally, we can obtain a new semi-
synthetic Bird dataset with worker attention, called Bird(P).
For News dataset, instead of a fixed label-quality, we adopt
a variational quality of workers following a Poisson distribu-
tion. All the workers re-answer the tasks using [39].

For further analysis, according to [39, 38], we select an
expert (qiw ≥ 0.9), a normal worker (qiw ∈ [0.6, 0.9)) and
a spammer (qiw < 0.5). Figure 4 reports the partial results

of the label-quality with respect to the three workers on each
dataset. From Figure 4, we have the following observations:
1) For normal workers, as the number of accomplished tasks
increases, the label-quality on different tasks (qiw) first goes
up, and then decreases. A3C assumes that the label-quality
(qiw) and the attention (tiw) are positively correlated; that
is, the workers’ attention can influence the label-quality of
the worker on a given task. The higher the attention is, the
higher the label-quality is. In addition, the extent of the
decline is relatively large, i.e. when attention decreases, the
worker is more likely to make mistakes. These phenomena
are consistent with actual crowdsourcing: a normal worker
has an initial warm-up period, until he/she reaches complete
focus on the task. With time, the attention will decrease due
to fatigue or other factors. 2) For experts, whose global label-
quality is very high, the variation of attention for a given task
is small. This is because experts are generally more careful
on providing answers, or can easily annotate the tasks with
correct answers, due to their expertise. 3) Spammers simply
provide random or uniform answers; as such, attention has
close to zero influence on their label-quality.

4.3.2 Gaussian distribution. We conduct additional ex-
periments to investigate the impact of different attention dis-
tributions. In this case, we let the worker’s attention tw fol-
low a Gaussian distribution. As for the Gaussian distribu-
tion, we obtain three new datasets, called Bird(G), News(G),
and Game(G). To explore the crowd answers and the rela-
tionship between the worker’s label-quality and attention, we
substitute tiw in Eq. (3.5) with a Gaussian distribution with
mean Nw

µw
and variance σ2

w. That is, tiw ∼ N(Nwµw , σ
2
w). The

same Expectation Propagation and a Generalized Expecta-
tion Maximization are used to estimate both the ground truth
of all tasks and the label-quality of each individual worker.
We select the same expert, normal worker and spammer as
in Figure 4, and report the results under the Gaussian distri-
bution in Figure 5.

From Figure 5, we observe the following: 1) For the
normal worker, the label-quality increases at the beginning
and decreases as the completed tasks increase. This observa-
tion confirms that workers’ attention can influence the label-
quality on a given task; 2) For the same reasons discussed
under the Poisson distribution, the label-quality of the expert
and the spammer workers is nearly invariable to changes in
attention.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5, we can find that: 1)
The Poisson and the Gaussian distributions can capture the
relationship between workers’ attention and label-quality
on a given task. 2) Normal workers’ attention is usually
relatively low at the beginning, and goes up as the number of
assigned tasks increases, but decreases when the completed
tasks exceed a certain number. 3) For the normal worker, the
extent of the decline is different for different distributions.
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Figure 4: Label-quality qiw vs. number of accomplished tasks with respect to different types of workers (Normal, Expert,
and Spammer). Workers’ attention follows a Poisson distribution (Figure 2, left).
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Figure 5: Label-quality qiw vs. number of accomplished tasks with respect to different types of workers (Normal, Expert,
and Spammer). Workers’ attention follows a Gaussian distribution (Figure 2, middle).
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Figure 6: Label-quality qiw vs. the number of accomplished
tasks with respect to different types of workers (Normal,
Expert, and Spammer). Workers’ attention follows a uniform
distribution (Figure 2, right).

The Poisson distribution declines faster than the Gaussian.
These phenomena are consistent with the nature of the
two distributions (Figure 2). 4) The label-quality of the
expert and the spammer workers is not affected by attention.
Overall, our method can effectively explore the relationship
between workers’ attention and the label-quality on given
tasks, especially for normal workers.

4.3.3 Uniform distribution. Attention under the uniform
distribution is also studied. In this case, the attention on
all given tasks does not change. Thus, the label-quality
will not change. That is, p(qiw|tiw) = 1 in Eq. (3.6).
We report the label-quality of the same normal worker,
expert, and spammer in Figure 6. As expected, each type
of workers has the same label-quality on all given tasks.
We leave the study of complex distribution mixtures to

future investigation. In addition, workers answer tasks in
any order. A worker may finish one task ahead of others.
Therefore, we select three workers, instead of computing the
average of workers’ performance in each category to show
the relationship between the label quality and attention.

To explore the effect of attention on aggregating truths,
we compare A3C against with A3C(nA) on the semi-
synthetic datasets with Poisson distribution. Table 2 shows
that A3C outperforms A3C(nA) on aggregating true labels.
This is because A3C considers the impact of workers’ at-
tention on their label-quality while A3C(nA) does not. A3C
can utilize the high-quality answers and reduce the impact of
low-quality answers annotated with lower attention. Com-
pared with Table 1, the Accuracy of A3C(nA) gets a bit
lower, that is because some answers are changed according
to the label-quality when generating the semi-synthetic data.
In addition, we test on the semi-synthetic datasets with Gaus-
sian distribution, we get the similar results and conclusions
as with Poisson distribution.

Table 2: Accuracy of A3C and A3C(nA) on aggregating
class labels with attention in Poisson distribution (P) and
Gaussian distribution (G).

Datasets Dog(P)/(G) Bird(P)/(G) Game(P)/(G) News(P)/(G)

A3C 0.875/0.863 0.876/0.872 0.932/0.944 0.861/0.866
A3C(nA) 0.860/0.852 0.851/0.860 0.910/0.918 0.855/0.841
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Figure 7: λw vs. the maximal label-quality (max{qiw})
in ascending order on different datasets with the Poisson
distribution.

4.4 Analysis on the Estimated Number of Tasks When
studying the variation of workers’ attention, it’s important to
explore how many tasks are suitable for the worker under
high attention conditions. λ in Eq. (3.5) indicates the
suitable number of tasks for a worker. From the previous
analysis, we have seen that both experts and spammers are
not influenced by attention. Thus, as the evaluation done
in [39], we report the results of the normal workers, whose
maximal label-quality is max{qiw} ∈ [0.6, 0.9), on Bird(P),
Game(P), and News(P). We sort the selected workers in
ascending order according to the label-quality, and report
the values of λ in Figure 7. We assume that the task
requester does not assign new tasks to a worker when the
attention of the worker starts to fall. We realize that workers
can still complete tasks with relatively high qiw when the
attention starts to fall and is still within a certain range. We
consider λw a reasonable value because i) the exact number
of tasks suitable for a worker is hard to estimate due to
the complexity of real-world crowdsourcing; and ii) if the
worker’s attention drops too much, tiw can still be stimulated
by other factors.

Figure 7 shows the following. 1) A3C can compute
customized λw values for different workers. 2) Workers
with low quality have small λw values, which suggests that
workers with low label-quality should not be assigned too
many tasks. Different workers are suitable for different
numbers of given tasks, which is consistent with the realistic
scenario. 3) As expected, workers with higher label-quality
can complete more tasks. By studying the variation of a
worker’s attention, we can estimate λw, which can be used to
collect good answers with confidence. In addition, the value
of λw can be stored and leveraged for a worker w for future
crowdsourcing tasks.

When attention follows the Gaussian distribution, the
value of µw reflects the suitable number of tasks for a
worker. Following the same process as in Figure 7, we
report the results of normal workers, whose maximal label-
quality is max{qiw} ∈ [0.6, 0.9), on Bird(G), News(G), and
Game(G). The results are shown in Figure 8. We can see
that A3C can estimate individual values for µw. Again,
workers with low label-quality should be assigned fewer
tasks, while workers with high label-quality can complete
more tasks. These observations are similar to those of
Fig. 7. The difference between Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 is
that the appropriately suitable number of tasks for a worker
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Figure 8: µw vs. the maximal label-quality (max{qiw})
in ascending order on different datasets with the Gaussian
distribution.
estimated by A3C is different, but adjacent. In this paper, we
adopt the Poisson distribution for two reasons: 1) it contains
only one parameter and can be more easily estimated; 2) the
tendency of studied qiw is relatively more suitable for the
normal workers.

From the results and analysis above, we can conclude
that A3C can learn the attention, labeling-quality, and ap-
proximately suitable number of tasks for a worker. In this
way, a task requester can obtain a relatively high-quality an-
swers by rejecting spammers, and reasonably assign tasks
within the budget.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we explore attention-aware answers of crowds,
which is a novel, realistic, but unexplored scenario of crowd-
sourcing. We develop a probabilistic model approach called
A3C to tackle the problem. A3C assumes that the label-
quality of a worker changes over time as his attention level
also changes. We adopt different distributions to model
the variation trend of different types of workers (e.g., ex-
perts, normal workers, and spammers). We perform exten-
sive experiments on three real-world and one semi-synthetic
datasets. The results show that A3C outperforms other re-
lated methods in aggregating labels. In addition, A3C can
effectively explore the relationship between the worker’s
quality and attention, and accurately estimate the label-
quality and the suitable number of tasks of each worker.
In the future, we will incorporate the worker’s expertise
into attention-aware crowdsourcing, and investigate online
crowdsourcing with different attention distributions.
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